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ILAGIFATIOK

INCORPORATIOJ

RADIATION

Le hourncois Gentilhomne

?estalozzi

 

I would like to mention one thing. After the first

improvisation of "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomno," 1 said that it waé‘

good and that it was good from the point of View of the achool,

but I did not mention that from the point of View of the imag-

inary audience it was dull. It was not yet a performance. You

must never confuse these two things: from the point of View of

the school does not mean from the point of View of the audience.

The point of View of the audience is not at all connected with

the Method. with technique. and such things. Therefore I

repeat that the improvisation was good from the point of View

of the school, but not from the point of View of the audience.

On this last day of the term I should like to review a series

of exercises to remember each idea.

Ib‘AGIh’ATIOH — - {a NULL!  

The actor's being is like a room with many doors lead-

ing into it and out of it. The actor's nature has many locks

and keys which don't allow even the air to come through. He

3
!

.ust open these doors. He must throwaway the looks and keys.

The doors must be open forever. and fresh air must blow through

the room. You nust be able to enter the room at any time you

like. You must do this to develop your talent - there is noth-

ing to develop, or course. because the talent is there in each

human being. dash human being £3 a genius. but we must open

the doors which stop all the genius ability which lives in
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everybody. For this purpose we have our school and our train-

ing. \

One of the doors which is locked and rusty is the

imagination. We must open this door. That means we must own—

ken our activity by creating living pictures. By creating these

living pictures we will be able to penetrate into their inner

life. This can be done only by tho strengthening of our own

will. Our creative imagination must be the result of the

strengthening of our will. You must make this effort to see,

to be able to imagine. in order to Open this rusty door.

magine that you are drinking tea. with your right

hand you pick up the cup, drink from it, and then replace the

cup on the saucer. Try to repeat this several times. It may

be uninteresting, but exercises for the imagination must be

uninteresting - then you will awaken your gill. If the exer—

cise is attractive and takes you by its interest. then you are

:gggn and nothing more. Penetrato into the psychology of this

exercise, into the inner life. and don't think that there is

no inner life even in such a simple exercise. Penetrate and

you will find it. when you are doing the exercise in the right

way. you will find that it will result in your being interested

in the image you are creating. This interest in the exercise

is a Sign that you are doing it in the right way.

Question: Is it wrong to let your imagination carry you on to

the point where you explore the texture of the object. its weight.
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its being. etc. \

Answer: No, this. is part of the exercise - elaboration.

Question: Is it wrong for no to feel sick at the thought of

drinking the tea because I have just finished actually drink-

lug tea?

Answer: There are two sources of creative imagination. (me

source is really créatlvo. and the other io‘ suggested by our

‘ physical process. We must step the one and appeal to the other.

1 Question: Is it better to see yourself in your imagination as

i you actually are, or to see your image of yourself in front of

‘ you?

, Ans-yer: noth are right; because you are not really drinking

tea - you are imagining that you are.‘ In your imagination you

must lift your hand. but you don't actually do this. In your

imagination you can be everywhere at the same tino. Therefore,

.
4
.

1“ you imagine yourself sitting here — if you imagine. not if

you are really sitting hero — ”man you will see yourself from

here, from there, from everywhere at the some time. But at the

moment you realize that you are not imagining. but only sitting

here. then it is a different thing.

If you are going to prepare a part. you will experi-

onco Irany things which will answer this question. For example,

let us say that you are imagining your character, and you see

it from the last row of the theatre. The next moment you see
\
‘ .

. . . .
it on tho stage. The next moment you are Sitting m your wardrobe
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imagining it from there. The next moment you are sitting

as your old aunt in the audignce and seeing it with hot

eyes. All this is right. It is only wrong at the moment

when you fool sone influence reacting on your own physical

body. when the imagination influences the nerves and body

this way. it is hysteria. During our exercises and effort:

you will be able to see that many things are allowed. but

you must discover those which are wrong.

Repeat the tea drinking exercise with the following

condition: you must increase your will by imagining the whole

process of taking the cup. sipping the tea. and putting it

down. Now see the whole process backwards, as in a film.

but with all details without any Jumps. This must he a

creative activity. Eon't do it physically. Now imagino a

Hore difficult thing: a horse going backwards. You will.
1

discover that you have never noticed how things go normally.

lot along how they are when they are reversed.

In doing this second exercise you will see how impor-

tant it is. when working with the real imagination. to awaken

the real 31;; power. We will never develop our imaginations

by doing these exercises easily. We will only develop our

imaginations by each day making a greater effort and navor

becoming satisfied with what we have reached. In making such

efforts we will develop our inaginations. The third exercise

will show you how difficult this is.
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Imagine two oi rent things: a troc and a cat. 

\

kc the image of the tree and without breaking it or Jumping  

from one point to another. rebuild it so that gradually the

tree becomes the cat. In order to do such exercises, we need

a developed concentration. and. on tho other hand. in those

exercises we develop our concentration. Therefore. we may

consider concentration and imagination as one thing.

INCORPORATION;

The next step is incorporation. This is again one

of the dooro which nuot be opened to load to the freedom of

our creative activity. because the actorYs nature is such that

it requires that ho make all of his work external. Therefore.

exarcisea in incorporation are so necessary. We must see and

imagine the inner life and the outer uocearflnce of the charac-

ter, but first the inner life. Incarceration goes along the

line of our actor's nature.

Imagine yourself sitting as you are, and then imagine

yourself getting up. Do it in your iraginotion. and than in-

corporate it with the condition that during the incorporation

you must be very aware of uhatyou are doing. You must be aware

that you are incorporating what you have seen. Unless you are

aware of thio. the exercise is without value. or course, we

incorporate things in our ordinary life all day long. but this

does not develop our ability to incorporate. He must be abstr

;.   lutoly ' then the ru y door will
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open. Imagine yourselves getting up with the feeling it is

beautiful to get up and stretch your limbs. This feeling of

pleasure is the inner life which I want you to see and than

incorporate.

You must understand the following thingx everything

in our profession and in our theatre life depends upon from

which point of View we look at it or g2 it. why is one gar—

dener good and the other bad? The powers of the earth and air

are the same - it depends upon the point of View the gardener

has. The same is true of our profession. If we think that to

act on the stage is nothing more than to act. we are bad gar-

deners and will create only weak plants. But if we take the

problem more professionally. the EEEE thing will not only occur

to us as different things. but it will be the same for our

audience, and they will he quite astonished. The same part

will become quite different.

If we will grow accustomed to considering our simple

exercises as wonders. We will get from them much more than if

we consider them something dull and ordinary. We rob ourselves

of a certain power. We reject something which is very neces-

 sary for our creative work. in .ust do our simplest exercises

with loge and with care. I am going to exercise with love and

with care. For instance. I can imagine a little grey stone.

It can become very necessary, very precious to me if I concen-

trate on it with appreciation for this little. dull thing.

You may as}: why must we do such uninterestinfi. dull
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things? Because only in this way are we [be gardeners! able

to create our exhibition plants. This Approach to our exer-

cises makes in time the master or the craftsman. The master

is able to see and create things which become unusual and as-

tonishing because the master hand has touched them - while

beautiful things in the hands of a craftsman may become dull.

For instance, in schools where Shakespeare is fed in the wrong

way. childran lose the beauty of Shakespeare. perhaps for

their whole lives.

I remember a famous teacher, Pestalezzi, in Switzer-

land. he was a genius as a teacher. But what has he done with

his boys and girls? Every stupid thing in the world was beau-

tiful for these children. He was only a genius. He had no

method. but he was full of temperament. It was something which

came from heaven to him without method. only instinct and love

for the children. And he has done the right things in the

wrong way. For instance, he would sit in the class and shout.

"Children. the flies, the air, the sky. the flowersil" with

the result that the children loved all these things with a

great love. This example illustrates that everything can be

taken as precious. and then it will remain always at the dis-

posal of our creative Spirit. Therefore. forget that our

exercises are dull, and do them with this feeling of "flies

and skies." If we are able to shout "flies and skies" in

our nrofession. this is our creative spirit.
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Consider from this point of View the next thi

 

which is radiation. ihis i: a quite natural continuation of

tho abilifiy to concentrate on something: and with the ability

of concentration to create some imaga and then to satisfy our

own natural desire to show it to the world and by incorporat-

’ it by means of tho outer appearance, We feel it is not
   

enough and that we must radiate. ihis is a natural and

necessary Sequence, and it lies in our nature organically.

Thareforo. in forming our Method I have done nothing to

influence or to inject anything into it. 1t 1165 in our

creative spirit. and the whole Method is none other than

one to help you to open the doors.

There are many methods for developing the actor

which are unnatural and which not only do not develop our

natura but constrict and distort it. In our Hothod there

is nothing of this. Therefore, radiation is our more or

loss subconscious desire-cach actor wants to radiato just

an each person who loves wants to radiate. Love is a

tremendous radiation. and when it is fulfilled to the last

degree. it becomes a sacrifice — to give to such an extent

 

that it is the sacrificing of one': whole be Iho same

is true of art. Art is not possible without love. If 1

hate my profession or my parinor: or my audience. than what

an I? I must love my profession and everything in it, EV?“
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the smallest exercise. I mq§t love my audience. my part.

and everything which is in connection with it. Then I will

be giving out in the finest may — which we call radiation:

and by being able to radiate more and more, I cons to the

highest ideal of sacrifice.

€xercise for radiation:

You must radiate an atmosphere - take it as a new

exercise with the feeling of doing itfcr the first time.

then you will get much from it - an atmosphere of expectation.

Try to radiate the atmOSphere of expectation of” something

very gorgeous. Now try to radiate it and at the same time

think about love as far as it is knOWn to you. It is known

to each of us to a certain extent. Love - radiation - some

idea about sacrifice. Put them together,and they will give

some fruits in time.


